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URPOSELY concentrating on student creativity at Southern Missionary College, Legacy has been conceived with the express desire
of stimulating the literary genius of SMC students and bequeathing
a literary legacy which will hopefully be augmented and enriched
in the years to come. Therefore, with the evolution of Legacy the
student writer has been given an opportunity of expressing himself
Also, there has been extended
in a campus literary publication.
to the student artist an invitation to express himself and enhance
the atmosphere the writer has created.
The writer or artist may play on the emotions by the creative
use and placement of words and colors; but much more than this,
these individuals have something to say or to teach. For instance,
as a teacher, science can reduce a tree to the confines of a test tube
and give a qualitative and quantitative analysis of the tree's composition and describe the tree's physiology, but poetry and art can
go beyond material analysis and capture with words and color the
aesthetic value of a tree, thus giving us the fuller truth as to what
a tree really

is.

writer in Legacy may never be a Tennyson or Browning,
but he nevertheless has a message that will make an impression on
Likewise, the artist in Legacy may
the mature reader's mind.
never be a Rembrandt, but he can still heighthen our appreciation
of art. Thus, it is with confidence that Legacy presents the literary
and artistic contributions of SMC students.

The

Ellis

Adams

Editor

Legacy

is

the

first

campus publication

at

SMC

devoted entirely

to students' literary genius.

Along with others in years past, the Scholarship Committee
recognized the need of an outlet for creative and individualistic
thinking.

Committee member

Ellis

Adams

tackled the job of

producing a small but high quality literary magazine.
Since this publication is a first, it has had no well-trodden
path to travel, but the editor and his staff trugged on. The result
is Legacy, a magazine which doesn't claim to have a Bacon or
Shakespeare as a contributor, but nevertheless has given opportunity for such to appear.

James W. Walters
Chairman, Scholarship Committee
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BROOK
A brook:
Coolness gurgling,
Sifting a crystal bed,

Hastens with splendor someday

to

Return.
ELLIS

STORM
The waves surged

up, the surf boiled in
struck the sturdy land;
Great plumes of spray were flung aloft
To dash against the sand.

And

The thunder

bellowed, lightning flashed,

Cold rain began to fall;
Storm-whipped waters pitched and pranced
Like a horse in a burning stall.

Damp, churning clouds fast quenched the moon,
The stars went out like lights,
The wind roared through the engulfing dark

And screamed

to the

swirling heights.

A

ship, a single ship, was caught
In that maddened, demoniac sea
And tossed like a fleck of white seafoam
On the waves, relentlessly.

Man

and nature, ancient

foes.

Repeat the struggle again
That throughout time eternal
Follows a patterned trend:

Man

against the elements
the elements against frail Man.
Grim history repeats on a stormy night
As waves beat ship and sand.

And

MARSHAREE CHASTAIN

ADAMS

THIS THING CALLED LOVE
Only wait
it

.

.

.

will come.

Have

patience
this thing
called love

with

.

.

.

It will

steal slyly

and shyly
into your
willing heart
when the time
is right
.

.

.

.

It

It

cannot
be pushed
or coaxed
or hurried
has to
bypass

.

.

.

.

.

all

those years
of loneliness,
of tears
.

It

.

.

has to
forget all
the heartache,
the sorrow,
the pain

.

.

.

but
It will

remember
to be gentle,
to be kind
to the heart

that

is

tender

still

and young
Only wait
it

.

.

.

.

will come.

Have

patience
this thing
called love

with

.

.

.

BARBARA ANNE BROOKS

.

.

—
THINGS DONE IN COLLEGE FUN
There are brave things done all in college fun
By the Dorm men. big and bold,
With their water pails bringing soggy wails
From their rivals running cold.
The campus fights have been great nights
But the greatest there ever will be
Was the valiant charge with the Deans at large
When we drenched our enemies.

Now Brother
And

Why
He

he

Blank thought he'd play a prank

flood his old dorm foes.
left his dorm to join the

swarm

Of frogmen, no one knows.
was always told his foes were bold
But he never knew full well.

For he'd often say in his cocky way
Their combined assaults he'd quell.

On

that fateful night just before the fight

He

felt real

As he

filled his little pail.

old in his new-found role.
"Let's drown 'em boys" he yelled.
So with nice dry clothes and a yard of hose
They snuck up through the trees
'Till their snoopy forms were before the dorm
And they waited on their knees.
a daring deed just must succeed
they thought for sure it would,
For their beady eyes told them they'd surprised
Those sleepy guys but good.
But as they rose to soak their foes

Such

And

Behind them something

stirred.

From every

A

tree came rival three
second flood occurred.

Then Brother Blank called every flank
To flee, lest worse ensue,
And with a groan cried, "Head for home.
Our fighting days are through."
To dorm and bed they frantic fled
With all their utmost haste.
None e'er since dare show hide nor hair
Lest night bring

more

disgrace.

There are brave things done all in college fun
By the Dorm men, big and bold.
With their water pails bringing soggy wails
From their rivals running cold.
The campus fights have been great nights
But the greatest there ever will be
Was the valiant charge with the Deans at large
When we drenched our enemies.

GEORGE POWELL

ALLEN HAWTHORNE

—

.

.

.

WHAT DO

LOVE?

I

Clay earth as red as pulverized Indians;

Pungent pumpkin orange;
Moon-rise silver; and

Mauve

.

.

.

Mist;
And the hoarse sigh of fog horns

.

.

.

Glissandos;

Wind

chimes;

Piano

rolls;

of the hurdy gurdy; an old bullfrog basso down
marsh; and the tinny coo of the hot yam vendedor

The babble
at the

.

Winter wind huffing about the eaves; nose prints on
panes; and toddlers making angels in the snow
.

.

.

.

frosted

.

Yuletide,
the whop of a frozen lake stretching within the confines
of a shore; the sticky sweat of great pines; and more
mushrooms muscling through months of leaves and needles; heaving
fields of rye; and sheep curdled on the hillside

And

.

.

The

insides of

hold

mankind

.

dim and pregnant bookshops; voracious

fires

that

at bay; the steady staccatto of the freight train
and the sturdy cadence of the Adriatic; mighty hearts of great
machines; and the incognitoness of crowds
.

.

.

—

Kind hounds I love yes, dogs with cold black noses of rubberized
marshmallow; ivy-smothered buildings; oriental rugs of oil on
water; and pools excited into carbonated jade by the stroke of an
and too,
oar; a zippy band; the mustiness of freshly dug potatoes
the aroma of apples, blood ripe and basking in the sun

—

.

.

.

Fat blue crayons;

White paper;
Words;

And ....

love for

itself.

JAN LAUTERHAHN

—

LEAD ME TO THE MOUNTAINS
Lead nie to the mountains
Where summits kiss the sky

Where I can stand above the
And watch them floating by.
Let me see the sunbeams

clouds

Break o'er the mountains' crest
the Master Artist
Choose hues I hke the best.

And watch

me to the mountains
Wliere only waters rush
Where only frogs and singing birds
Are there to break the hush.
Lead

Let

me

find a

haven

Where treetops swing and sway
And breezes whisper, "God is love"
In nature's own sweet way.
BETTY WALKER

OF THOSE

.

.

.

Some

Who

live

Breathe creation
Originate extensions of themselves

On

paper

Glass or steel

Or

in

sound

(Perhaps on another's mind).
Others
Uncritically

Become absorbed
In other's racket
Lose their identity
In the exhalation
Of babble
Quietly

.

.

.

DONALD

E.

VOLLMER

THE LAST CANTO:
"BEHIND THE EYES"
And

it will all end behind the eyes.
Let us look.
Let us tear back the mantle of that shrouded specter
And peer through those red-gray portholes called the eyes.

Two

A

Two

A

fires flicker in

white

fire,

the square,

A warm

fire.

cold fires rage through the

blue

Beyond

A

fire,
.

.

black

crowded

streets,

fire.

.

The

shattered fragments of the works of Michelangelo
Are mingled with the refuse by the curb.
The dogs roam in packs through half broken streets
Snarling, fighting in the black night,
Cringing under the glare of an artificial light.
Half remembered sayings of Socrates and Jesus Christ
Flow freely from the tongues of fools of knowledge
As they clamber, half mad, up the escalator
As it races down
All is distorted beneath a wild sky.
All is drowning in the screaming swirling fathoms
Of a shoreless sea of green and red.
.

And

.

.

these behind the eyes

Within a twisted web

of naked nerves.
contents of a hollow skull.
And there also begins the dropping of the
Tattered curtain on the stage.
The dimming of the lights,

The

A

brilliant flash

And

nothingness.

There are no

tears

behind the eyes.
A.

BASIL CLAPP

ENGRAVING

WORDS

Intervals
of time

Sharply pricked

with words
Thoughtless

and curt
are gone.

The wounds
are not.

BARBARA ANNE BROOKS

WORDS
Remember sweet words from my lips
The ones spoken in moments of

And

I've tossed,
bliss.

forget the bitter, the strong, the cross.
Wiped away by the brush of a kiss.

Harsh, cruel words come as swift as the dawning,
Leaving hearts deeply etched, framed in sorrow.
Profusely we speak, seldom thinking
What fruitage we'll reap on the morrow.

Words may seem
If

free, but a high price is paid.
In precious moments, a heart made sad.
memories linger, or if they fade,

Remember

the good, forget the bad.

JACKIE SALYERS

NATIVITY
Mere

of

utterings

man's tongue

are mocking,
are useless,

unless

the quiet

caverns
of his heart

are the

wombs

of their

conception

.

.

.

BARBARA

ANNE
BROOKS

^^Sfe

Tender green blades
Sprouting through asphalt
Silently spoke

.

.

.

Until stepped on
ELLIS

ADAMS

Little child

Crying by the path
In the deep night
.

Lamp

oil

.

.

.

.

.

gone

JAY MALLORY

Daffodils blooming near

Fresh grave of a lover

May

.

.

,

crickets chirping

Spring hurts
ELLIS

PORTRAIT BY

TOM TURNER

ADAMS

AMBUSHED
Boltar

was

Twenty men

in the country.

childhood to

fight,

every

human

This

of death.

until fear raced before

With axes and

had twenty

confident: he

man

them

before their insane charge

They

like

Down

outskirts
to

if to

dry.

taught from

machine

they sped

a

summer

storm.

rumbling voices and swords flashing
strongest defense crumbled

way through

gloated

smashing through neat rows
grass as

broad, muscular

wind heralding

The

and

for these devils smiled as they

groaning numbers twice,

despoiled;

What

supremely confident.

band?

tall,

—insane indeed,

hacked, thrust, and cut their

of his

a

men

men

plague spread across the country, raising havoc,

they struck like thunderbolts.

of course,

undefeated, twenty

spears, with deep

thrice their size.

of the best fighting

to raze

and Boltar was

confident,

force could stem the ravaging

another town, wantonly

of small wicker baskets inverted

on the

But out of these toppled dwellings on the village

droned a hundred reckless warriors commanded by their queen

do and

die.

Armed each with

a rapier fired in Nature's forge,

they scattered twenty strong, fierce

men

like

autumn

leaves before

a winter gale.

BYRON CRANBERRY

—

—
COME SEPTEMBER
September comes with

its drizzling rains
the smell of fall in the air
That warns the squirrel to store his nuts
For the long winter that lies ahead.
The school kids wait for the bus
With their fresh notebooks and new blue jeans.
Proud mothers watch them from the door,
Their hearts filled with contradicting thoughts
Of love, joy, and sadness that only a mother can explain.
The cloudy beaches are deserted,
Waiting for the winter's storms and tides.
The flocks of birds fly south overhead
Leaving their empty nests behind.
Gone, the warm and starry summer nights.
The clear blue skys and the long lazy days
Down on the lake.
The ski ropes lie coiled in the boat and
The hot dog stands are boarded up.
But the memories they hold will live on

And

Come

September!
A.

DESKS
Desks
Servants of seats and elbows
high school and college classrooms
Bearing silent epitaphs (and other pleasantries)
Sit in

On

their tops

Of
Man's increasing
Intelligence

And
Barbarity.

DONALD

E.

VOLLMER

BASIL CLAPP

—

IMPRESSION
The yellow moon,
Balanced on the ridge,
Fell softly

Into the fog-filled gap.

We

watched its death
old farmer and I.
"That's a heap more
Of God

The

Up

there

Than most

He
I

folks sees,"

said.

could only nod

Silently.

RICHARD WINTERS

THE LIGHTHOUSE
The

lighthouse is an impressive sight,
a rock island cuddled by soft-blue waters.
Mist from the sea bathes her soaring height.
The lighthouse is an impressive sight.
From her beams of light can be seen at night.
Seagulls fly gracefully about her top quarters.
The lighthouse is an impressive sight,
On a rock island cuddled by soft-blue waters.

On

JAY MALLORY

INK WASH BY TOM TURNER

MANY MOONS
Each person

moon
a

unique, an individual; therefore, each sees the

own way. To

in his

beaming

is

some,

disc of alien matter.

it

hovers out in space a milhon miles,

To

that straining fingertips might pluck

particular frame of

mood be

of the Skies will
to see

own

them, the

it

light

moon may

it's

from the

mind alone depends

tempestuous humor, his
should his

others,

his

a golden orb so close
sky.

moon.

If

On

each and his

one

is

in a foul,

look like over-aged cheese.

But

with spring romance, the smiling Old

Man

beam benevolently down.

way we want them

to be.

We

see things as w^e

For every

man

there

reality.

MARY ELLEN

O

NEAL

wish
is

his

.

ALL CHANGE

IS

CONSTANT

Detours were in order, for

was such

it

a short

home and there was a whole school day
the way I'd wished it would happen.

to

way

do over

—

walked the railroad tracks from school spelling
I stumbled off on D
A, B, C, D
loves.
for Duffek. Fate had given me weak ankles. How I
loved that boy! He was such a whiz at multiplication
tables and such a good softball player.
I

out

my

.

.

.

—

would loiter along humped over like
Any kind of
just looking for fossils.
Napolean
fossils, but especially the Petoskey stone.
Christensen, the depotmaster, had told me that if you
put a petoskey stone on the tracks you could hear the
trains coming south from Petoskey, the other end of

a

Sometimes
hunchback

I

—

the line. And old Nap
talk with the telegraph.

was

a

smart

man

—he could

always came to the depot on my journey
Sometimes Nap would let me
school.
use the Dr. Pepper caps when I played checkers with
him (they were luckier than the regular checkers), or
he'd let me go back into the freight and pretend I was
Jesse James' girlfriend guarding the holdup loot.
So

I

home from

But usually

I just sat

next

to the pot-bellied stove

and waited.
Daily my eyes scanned the room (just in case
something might have been different, but it never
There was the same old 1949 cheesecake
was).
calendar, some yellowed prints of Williamsburg in

—

CHANGE

ALL
the roaring lumber days, that sign
(I'd been so smug when I learned to
IS
read it even with the S peeled off) the dingy swinging
clock, and finally that severe grey bench (I'd never
seen a passenger spend more than five minutes on it)
Nothing ever changed except to get more dusty.

CONSTANT

,

—

Nap would

sense

my impatience and grunt.

Then

when

I thought it had forgotten for
exploded in a tirade of choppy

sure

just

—the telegraph

chatter.

"How much

longer,

Nap?

When

will she be

here?"

But I never gave old Nap time, I was out the door
and squinting down the tracks before he could reply.

—

Who knew what might be on the train. Maybe
someone would get off at the "Burg" tonight some
dignitary hke Sgt. Preston of the Yukon, Gene Autry,
or someone's grandmother with presents from Petoskey.
Somebody might get off
but usually the
scattered passengers just stayed on the train and
stared at the mail being thrown off.

—

.

.

.

"No trains go to Petoskey anymore"— that's what
the demolition crew told me. They were dismantling
the depot for what lumber they could get out of it
like scavenger gulls- picking a board here and
there

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

exposing the venerated white pine
ribs of a roof intact since

lumber

days.
I watched a cattle truck amble over the crossing
followed impatiently by two cars eager for speed.

The Bouncing Bet had
the

ties.

It

surely

grown up between

almost kept a body from walking the

rails properly.

All change is constantheard that before?

-I

mused.

Where had

I

JANET LAUTERHAHN

PEN AND INK BY CHARLENE SUBLETT
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ESCAPE
American people are becoming more and more like the Red
Queen in "Alice in Wonderland," who had to keep running in
order to stay where she was. The hectic tempo and mass activity
of the business world have spread into all phases of modern life.
People have forgotten

How

how

to

slow down,

how

to

be alone.

often, during the furious activity of the week,

of all the things

we

will accomplish

on the weekend

we

think

—reading

a

book we have long heard about, taking care of unfinished correspondence, putting our houses, literally and figuratively in order.
But when the weekend arrives, we find ourselves hurrying to
parties to which we do not really want to go, being swept up by a
dozen social obligations. Finally there is nothing left to the weekend but the beginning of another working week.

But the "ideal man"

whom

Aristotle described, indeed, the

healthy man in this or any other generation, allows himself some
time for his own thoughts. He is able to behave as a social being
when he is in society, but he is not afraid of his own company. He
knows that each day he must give some time to contemplation; that
is, to looking over his actions of the day and comparing them with
his intentions, making constructive plans for the future and simply
being himself.

to

The problem, of course, is where to find the time or the place
be alone. Take time to let your mind run away from mundane

and office cares. Break the boredom of a routine job, now
and then, with a few minutes of "escape" thinking. In the early
morning, after lunch, or at dusk take a walk and let your mind be
free, perhaps for a daydream, perhaps for a creative idea, perhaps
for a prayer. Privacy of this sort can be found by any man. And
each of us must find it if he is to remain a consistent and sane
individual with a normal, happy inner life.
duties

BOB HECK

PORTRAIT BY

TOM TURNER

THE DIVE
I felt

less,

as

though

I

were in another world.

I

was weightLooking up,

gliding along easily wdth the current.

me

through crystal clear water, I could see
the outline of the boat and my bubbles rising towards the
The water was like fluid air; warm, soft, and
surface.
Rays of sunlight broke
restful, like liquid blue sky.
through the surface above and played on the white sand
bottom, reflecting, shimmering, riding invisible currents.
Looking out and over the ocean floor, I could see other divers
a hundred feet or more away, could watch their graceful
fifty feet

above

movements in the water, could see their silver bubbles,
first large and then becoming smaller as they neared the
surface.

Brightly colored tropical fish

swam

by, their rich

hues blending with the azure water, their shiny sides
reflecting sunlight.

Into crevices they

swam, crevices in
Seaweed swayed

fire
red and jagged.
rhythmically with eddies and currents, blended with sand
to form patterns of patch work on the ocean floor.

brilliant

coral,

rose slowly towards the surface following my bubbroke into sunlight, and climbed into the boat. Sun
rays from the cloudless sky reflected on the water around
me and played on my face, warming me. A salty breeze
I stowed my gear in the
blew, cooling and refreshing.
I

bles,

boat.

My

dive

was complete.

DONALD

E.

VOLLMER

PHOTO BY BOB HAWKINS

SHADOWS
twilight; the darking forest's edge;
pines; and its shadows!
They creep slowly toward me out into the road,
Like hands reaching out into the unknown.

The fading
Its silent

Ah, Shadows!
How they haunt an old man!
No not these shadows
But the shadows of the past.
The shadows of what were,
And of what might have been!
.

.

.

A.

>*
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ANTS
sides

Ants
Like

men

the

Struggle up

Of Doodlebug traps

Only

To

slide

d
o

w
n
At last
To be
buried
In

SILENT
Sand

DONALD

E.

.

.

.
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INK WASH BY TOM TURNER
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